
WNN Breaking News Report  
November 16, 2017  

 
The National Water Regulation Agency (NWRA) released a report today expressing concern that 
greenhouse gases emitted into our atmosphere by human activities are contributing to global climate 
change. In a series of speeches and Tweets, both Presidents Bullock and Campbell, condemned the 
NWRA for releasing this report without an opportunity for their “green team” to review and revise its 
content. The President’s unofficial “green team” includes Hydrotopia staff members, lobbyists from 
fossil fuel-based industries, as well as Secretaries of Community Development Griffin and Parise.  

The Presidents are concerned that an overemphasis 
on climate change mitigation will negatively impact 
economic growth. They suggest that communities 
should work to positively adapt to “changes in the 
weather.” While Secreatries Parise and Griffin have 
shared that, in some situations, communities will 
need funding to positively adapt to climate change, 
the Presidents argue that any financial or legislative 
support should come from the private sector.  

The Presidents highlight the partnership opportunity 
with Hydrotopia as a model example of working to 
incentivize private investment into community 
development. They’ve been clear that no National 
Government funds will go to support local 
community development goals unless they are 

matched by private sector support.  

While the next national election cycle is still four years away, some observers suggest that the inability 
for the National Government to take definable steps towards climate change mitigation or adaptation at 
the National-level is, in part, due to fears that, in some communities, voters are not supportive of 
greenhouse gas regulations or the use of public funds to support climate change adaption measures. 
Data compiled by the WNN and others find that the citizens of Grifflock and Parbellistan, in general, 
support regulations of some greenhouse gas emissions, including carbon dioxide. These findings are 
similar to attitudes held by citizens in some regions of the United States. 

“I wake up every day in Grifflock City and the 
weather is different, some days it’s hot, like 
real-ly hot, I’m telling ya then it’s cold, brrrr 
reaallly cold. Climate changes every day, I 
don’t have time to talk about the weather, we 
gotta make jobs, folks. If you’re not making 
jobs get out of my way…. Warm is good, 
that’s why we vacation near Budel; it’s warm 
with lots of sunshine!” 

 -President Bullock speaking at the Future of 
the Environment Summit (sponsored by 
Hydrotopia)  

 

 

“Communities complain about climate?! What?! Watch Weather Channel, sad!”  

 -President Campbell via Twitter   

 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/06/05/most-americans-support-government-regulation-to-fight-climate-change-including-in-pittsburgh/?utm_term=.dd60eac11389
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/06/05/most-americans-support-government-regulation-to-fight-climate-change-including-in-pittsburgh/?utm_term=.dd60eac11389


November 16, 2021 Update  

(aka four years later…)  
 

Citing their experience as students in ENR 3500 and in their roles as the Secretary of Community 
Development, Secretary Griffin (Grifflock) and Secretary Parise (Parbellistan) are running for President of 
their respective countries!  

They would like to better assess the impacts that the arrangement communities formed (or didn’t form) 
with Hydrotopia had on their broader community development goals and action steps. As WNN 
reported four years ago, the Secretaries argued from within the current Administrations very strongly 
against this decision to invite Hydrotopia into water privatization contracting at the local, community-
level as a method to raise funding and reduce water pollution.  

In addition, toward the end of their terms, both Secretaries sharply denounced their President’s inaction 
on climate change. They are asking the Community Development Advisors (aka you!) to share the 
impacts that the Hydrotopia funding and other water resource arrangements (or lack thereof) has had 
on their respective communities four years down the road.  

These Presidential candidates are seeking to have a progressive and comprehensive development 
platform that addresses climate change adaptation measures at the local, community-level. Over the 
last four years, the administration made severe cuts to climate change efforts, yet communities have 
increasingly voiced concerns about the impacts of climate change. They want to know how climate 
change press and pulse dynamics are affecting communities at present and into the future to be able to 
better assess the needs of the communities if they are elected.  

For the Assignment 4 Formatting and Grading Rubric please go to the next page. 

 

  



PLEASE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE REQUIRED FORMATTING SPECIFICATIONS FOR 
ASSIGNMENT 4 BELOW  

 

Organizational Structure – same as Assignment 3  

For the first page, the top left corner of your submitted assignment should include in this order: 

• Your community name 
• Team Members names  
• Assignment 4 
 

Section headers will be bolded. If you decide to write with sub-sequent sections within your sections, 
then underline the name of these subsections.  

When a section has a word count then include the word count in your section headers. Please see the 
grading rubric below for specific word counts per section. In Section 2 an exception is made where your 
capitals need to be bulleted. In addition, if there are aspects of other Sections where a chart, photograph 
or other image/formatting technique best communicates a key aspect of the response that is okay, 
however you need to also describe the chart or other feature in writing. 

Font and Grammar  

Each assignment should be typed, using Calibri font, single-spacing and 12-point font. Please make proper 
use of paragraph separations. This assignment needs to be written using complete sentences in 
paragraph form.  

In-text Citations and References  

All referenced material should be cited, in-text and in a References Section, using APA formatting. At 
the end of the assignment please create a References Section that includes all citations from the body of 
the paper in APA format.  

Please use this link if you need help with in-text citations and how to write your references in your 
Reference Section: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/  or draw upon the APA 
Reference Guide posted on Carmen.  

 
On the next page is an example of how your assignment should look when you submit it to 
Carmen. I have integrated the rubric for this assignment into the example. Make sure your 
entire document follows all of the formatting guidelines before submitting your document to 
Carmen. Remember you’re writing this assignment from the year 2021. 
  

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/


Community Z Example  
Griffbullchascamp   
Clair Bullock, Matthew Griffin, Chas Parise, Joe Campbell 
Assignment 4 
 
Section 1 (list word count here) 
Optional Sub-Section Heading 1  
 Community Role Play Assignment responses will be evaluated in terms of their clarity 
(i.e., well written and free of grammatical errors), how well they reflect an appreciation of 
course content and supplemental research material, and the extent to which they demonstrate 
a consideration of prior planning efforts on the part of the community (Campbell, 2017).  
 
Section 2 (word count)  

• Natural:  
• Cultural: 
• Human:  
• Social: 
• Political: 
• Financial: 
• Built:  

 
Section 3 (word count) 
 The press processes in Grifflock are… 
  
Section 4 (word count) 
 The interaction across... 

References  

Campbell, J. (2017). ENR 3500 Course Syllabus. School of Environment and Natural Resources, 
The Ohio State University.  

Emery, M., & Flora, C. (2006). Spiraling-up: Mapping community transformation with 
community capitals framework. Community development, 37(1), 19-35. 

Isham, J., & Kahkonen, S. (2002). How do participation and social capital affect community-
based water projects? Evidence from Central Java, Indonesia. The role of social capital in 
development: An empirical assessment, 155-187. 

Miles, S. B., & Chang, S. E. (2008). ResilUS--Modeling Community Capital Loss and Recovery. In 
14th Annual World Conference on Earthquake Engineering, Beijing, China. 

 
  



Assignment 4 Grading Rubric = 200 points 

This assignment must be submitted into the Carmen dropbox by 3:00pm on Tuesday, December 5.  

While we designated clear “Sections” for this assignment we do treat the whole document as a single, 
“living” paper. That is, there will be times where some answers/responses extend across different 
“Sections.” If they clearly state a response in a Section, then when asked in a later Section state that 
they’d addressed this previously (or later), and they do so to a quality standard, then the points should 
be awarded.  

There are clearly specified rules for formatting in this assignment, including reference formatting, 
organizational structure (listing team name, headings), and word count ranges. We can deduct up to 10 
points for not following these specifications.  

Section 1 (Between 600 and 1000 words) = 40 points  

From the perspective of the year 2021, describe how the water resource response your team submitted 
in Assignment 3 (in the year 2017) has affected your community since.  List the specific goals that your 
community addressed (or if things didn’t go as planned, didn’t get to address) and which key 
organizations and/or individuals oversaw the spending of the Hydrotopia funding (or your alternative 
proposal or situation that was described in your Assignment 3).  

(~20 points) The team draws upon their community’s prior history and context, previous development 
assignments, development goals and action plans.  Clearly list what goals were addressed and their 
action steps.  
 
(~10 points) The team must address the opposition organizations, individuals or other movements that 
emerged (or attempted) to subvert the plan, funding, and actions in the Section at some point. 
 
(~10 points) The team describes community development processes that illustrate their community’s 
dynamic of how the grant funding was implemented and the entities that oversaw the funding.  

Despite their ordering, if these 3 major components listed above are addressed then this section should 
total 40 points. There should be logical organization across this section, so it is clear how each of the 
components above can tie together. 
 
Section 2 (Between 600 and 1000 words) = 70 points   

(10 points per community capital featured in the essay narrative and in the Excel spreadsheet) 

Describe what effects outlined in Section 1, alongside other community development processes in your 
community, have had on the community capitals over the 2017 to 2021 period. In addition, describe 
changes to the stock of each of the seven community capitals (natural, cultural, human, social, political, 
financial and built capital) in your community; specifically, your team needs to address each community 
capital using bulleted points written in complete sentence form. 

They provide a clear description of how this scenario is affecting EACH of the capitals.  Each capital is 
addressed explicitly and a clear statement is made. This will range in length and depth, but at minimum 
the students need to demonstrate understanding of the capital and how it relates to their broader 



community narrative. Students will likely require at least three sentences per capital to sufficiently 
address this aspect of the assignment.  

Provides an updated spreadsheet on your community capitals levels (just the number) in the year 2021 
(i.e., “Stage 3”) within the document as an image.  

Updates each community capital (okay if some capital numbers don’t change, but needs to be 
explained) using the template for your community provided. 

 
Section 3 (Between 500 and 800 words) = 40 points 

Describe the climate change press processes effecting your community and list any pulse events that 
your community has experienced or is expected to experience in the future and include one 
recommendation for the Secretary of Community Development on a potential course of action or policy 
to consider in their Presidential Election campaign. 

(~30 points) The team clearly differentiates between the press processes and pulse events, and how 
these two are correlated with one another. The climate change dynamics within the community are 
relevant to the community’s geographic context and broader National narrative. They could also list 
some of the community’s risks and vulnerabilities to climate-related natural disasters.  

• Climate change effects described by the community should be consistent within the broader 
processes described across the Nation.   

(~10 points) Includes at least one recommendation for the Secretary of Community Development on a 
potential course of action or policy to consider in their Presidential Election campaign. This policy advice 
should reflect the community’s prior history and context, previous development assignments, 
development goals and action plans. 

 

Section 4 (Between 600 and 1000 words) = 30 points 

Speculate on how the community will “spiral up” or “spiral down” through cumulative causation given 
what you’ve already stated in this assignment, paying specific attention to the community’s stock of 
each of the seven community capitals (natural, cultural, human, social, political, financial and built 
capital) and the interactions across them, within these climate change press and pulse dynamics.  

(Paragraph form!) There is a strong statement on the general trajectory of the community. Whether it is 
up, down or mixed, the team demonstrates an understanding of how their capital stocks are interacting 
from the past and present, and make a statement of projection going forward under climate change 
press and pulse dynamics.  
 
Students will format and express this differently, but there should be a cohesion and logic for these 
statements that are in alignment with other Sections of the paper. A strong statement on the general 
trajectory of the community, that identifies the points along the cumulative causation chain and rooted 
in a firm grasp of Emery and Flora (2006), will require a significant amount of attention to detail to 
express. Describe the interconnections of these capitals! 

 



References = 20 points (minimum of four strong references required in total) 

Provide in-text citations and full references for at least four references that influenced your team’s work 
is required.   

• These influences should be used to directly inform and justify your team’s decision-making. 
References in the form of in-text citations (e.g., Campbell, 2017) should be featured within the body 
of the document using APA formatting.  

• Make sure your speculations are realistic and draw upon course materials, real-world examples and 
non-course, independent research. 

All references cited in the text of the paper are cited here 

up to 5 points awarded per reference Must use APA Format for in-text citations and references (up to 
10 points can be deducted for not using APA format in-text and in the references section)  

Up to 5 points awarded per reference (minimum of four strong references)  

Each reference should be:  

• cited properly in-text (1 point) 
• cited properly in reference section (1 point)   
• should be used to directly inform the action, statement, or idea listed (3 points), see 

qualifications below.   
 

 

*Word Counts  

• up to 5 points can be deducted if the section exceeds word count and the team doesn’t 
accurately list their word count in the section header.  
 

 

  



In-Class Presentations (50 points)  

Remember you’re presenting from the year 2021.  

Each team has 8 minutes to present the following:  

1. background and overview of their community  

(up to 3 points) provides introductory details on where the community is located, some details on its 
history and community development goals and action steps (some of this could emerge later in the 
presentation, e.g., when describing the community capitals chart)   

2. post and describe their updated community capitals chart  

(up to 5 points) features the community capitals chart from the year 2021 (labeled “Stage 3”) in their 
presentation and discusses the community capitals progression within the chart based upon the various 
assignments, local community and/or national government dynamics.  

3. list the climate change impacts on the community  

(up to 10 points) The team clearly differentiates between press processes and pulse events, and how 
these two are correlated with one another. The climate change dynamics within the community are 
relevant to the community’s geographic context and broader National narrative. Climate change effects 
described by the community should be consistent within the broader processes described across the 
Nation.  Could also list some of the community’s risks and vulnerabilities to climate-related natural 
disasters. 

4. speculation on the cumulative causation dynamics within their community going forward  

(up to 10 points) Team has a strong grasp on the general trajectory of the community post-2021. 
Whether it is up, down or mixed, the team demonstrates an understanding of how their capital stocks 
are interacting from the past and present, and make a statement of projection going forward under 
climate change press and pulse dynamics. 

5. includes at least one recommendation for the Secretary of Community Development on a potential 
course of action or policy to consider in their Presidential Election campaign 

(up to 10 points) Includes at least one recommendation for the Secretary of Community Development 
on a potential course of action or policy to consider in their Presidential Election campaign. This policy 
advice should reflect the community’s prior history and context, previous development assignments, 
development goals and action plans. 

Formatting (up to 12 points) 

The Presentation should be coherent and consistent in formatting. The presentation is practiced and 
rehearsed. All team members are present for the presentation.  

Students must submit one PowerPoint (as .pdf, .ppt or .pptx file) into the designated Carmen dropbox 
by 3:00pm on Tuesday, December 5. Students will not be allowed to access online presentation 
formats, such as Google Drive.  
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